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THE PROBLEM. 
TokenOro was created in an attempt to solve challenges faced in the gold mining industry. Obviously, 
gold prices go up and down. Caught in this trap is the fate of small miners. This is the focus. If the 
price of gold  goes up, capital is hard to raise. If the price goes down, it is even more difficult and 
sometimes virtually impossible. This is the world of “the never ending capital raise.” More capital gets 
raised at lower and lower valuations 
hoping to find an eventual large exit 
equity event.  

THE CHALLENGES OF GOLD 

Accompanying that journey are the 
operational difficulties  encountered in 
building any business, but in this case we are dealing with specific problems encountered by 
challenges of small miners producing gold. They are financial,  legal, political, moral,  cultural, 
environmental, criminal operational and technological. 
These problems can be daunting  and very difficult to solve or resolve. 

WHAT IS THE SOLUTION? 
A first step is seeking alternative sources of capital. Without resources and a viable economic model, 
there can be no economic sustainability and no meaningful impact.  At present, Vancouver, Toronto, 
New York, London, Johannesburg and Melbourne do not have solutions to this problem, nor are they 
compelled to do so. After spending 20 years of raising capital for gold mine production, the TokenOro 
management decided that there is an alternative solution for many small mines facing financing 
difficulties.  

THE MISSION. 
1. To create a financing structure that step-by-step can invest up to $8 billion to stimulate

small to medium size mining funding by using cryptocurrency. In this case it will be called
the TokenOro. This will either enhance or bypass traditional sources of capital such as banks,
large mining companies and exchanges normally used to raise capital in the mineral space. In
doing so it will carry out a primary aspect of its mission, to improve the quality of the
communities in which it operates...and to make a profit. Ultimately, that financing would be
allocated approximately as follows:

$1 billion African projects 
$1 billion North America  
$1 billion South America 
$ 1 billion-other(Asia, Australia, Northern Europe) 
$ 4 billion to gold vault 
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While initial allocations are aimed at artisanal projects, others will be considered based on 
profitability and the compatibility with the company’s vision. There is little difficulty finding 
projects that need $100 million, but that is not our entry point. 

2. To produce a gold stream through mining. The models seeks to find mining opportunities
that result in mutual gain for the mining partner and for TokenOro.

3. To create a gold vault and keep it ever-increasing through gold streaming. One half of
any cash, cryptocurrency or other assets that are received will be allocated to a vault. It will be
directed to purchasing gold and/or gold trust certificates. Ultimately, the total value of the
tokens will be a function of the market price of the gold in the vault, the left over  cash in the
vault, and the equity held outside the vault. As the price of gold goes up, the investor will be
recovering his her/investment  by the initial ownership allocation to the vault. Outside the vault,1

the company plans to create an inflow of gold into the vault. In effect, Tokenoro will attempt to
create  a growing gold vault and a profit center that is driven to make a profit and put more gold
in the vault.

4. To create collaborative agreements and enhancing the communities in which TokenOro
plans to operate.

5. Loss Protection. In TokenOro, since half of the investor’s purchase will be converted into
vault  gold, his/her theoretical potential  loss should be limited to his/her ownership share of the
vault. This "ownership share" will be reflected in the corresponding value of the token which
may be the book value of the token's interest in the vault.

6. Any serious  gold investor might decide to buy gold, gold equities or TokenOro.

THE VISION. 
TokenOro’s dream is to improve and/or  build  sustainable communities and ecosystems that have 
mining as an important resource. This can be in Africa, Asia or South America.  It does not matter. 
Income from mining can assist communities to build schools where there were none and to repair 
those that are broken. It can help improve community health and raise social consciousness. It can 
improve water quality and electric power.  This cannot be done with just good will.  It needs money 
and people. To do this, the company will employ will employ its vision, the creation of a new model, a 
"crypto  royalty streaming gold production model" (CRSGPM). It wants to start with ten targeted 2

communities and advance them one at a time.  

1  The exact percentage will be a function of the price of the gold and any price change of the gold. 
2 In Tokenor’s case, “crypto” refers to the token which has both the vault and streaming value components. 
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SO, FIRST. WHAT IS CRYPTOCURRENCY? 
Crypto currency is a digital asset that is created as a medium of exchange, a store of value and a unit 
of account. It uses encryption techniques to secure and verify transactions, a digital alternative to 
conventional currency. Instead of trusting banks to verify transactions, trust is placed in blockchain 
technology and the mathematics behind it. A decentralized network replaces centralized decision 
making.  Bitcoin was an early adopter of this technology. It became a cryptocurrency that could be 3

used as a form of payment in exchange for goods or services. It was unique in that no centralized 
organization owned it.   4

WHAT IS THE DEFINITION OF TOKENORO? 
TokenOro was born from the recent rapid evolution of financial models and markets. Almost everyone 
has heard of Bitcoin. Bitcoin appeared in 2009. Then came the alternatives to Bitcoin, along with 
blockchains and smart contracts... then new coins, tokens, safe coins, stable coins, safe tokens, stable 
tokens, commodity tokens, security tokens and a bewildering variation of abbreviations surrounding 
them(ICO,ITO,SCO, STO).  This is not an all-inclusive list. New acronyms appear on a daily basis. 

5

Our Gold Cryptocurrency Production Token ("GCPT") is different. It will be the digital representation of 
our Series A Preferred Stock. As previously stated, it has a unique structure where the token is 
valued by gold held in a vault( or other equivalents) and an upside potential by investments 
made in productive mines, primarily in the form of gold streaming. 

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BANK AND CRYPTOCURRENCY TRANSACTIONS. 
Simply put, banks use a conventional currency model. They  hold money and transfer it electronically. 
At present, we trust banks  with our money and our privacy. They are third party intermediaries. The 
exchange of cryptocurrency requires no centralized banking and no third party intermediary. 
Transfers are made on a blockchain. What is a blockchain? It is the heart of cryptocurrencies such as 
Bitcoin,  a digital database containing information (such as records of financial transactions) that can 
be simultaneously used and shared within a large decentralized, publicly accessible network. The 
technology is central to bitcoin and other virtual currencies. Blockchain is an open, distributed ledger 
that can record transactions between two parties efficiently and in a verifiable and permanent way.   6

WHY DO INDIVIDUALS WANT CRYPTOCURRENCIES? 
 Seven main reasons: 

1. The stock market seems too complicated.
2. Large profits have been made with small amounts of money.
3. The Buzz. It is a center of conversation.
4. Some don’t trust banks. They prefer safe deposits outside of banks. Cryptocurrency(cryptos) is

an alternative to the traditional banking model.
5. They can be exchanged 24 hours per day.
6. Cryptos can be purchased and sold in small amounts...even fractions.
7. They can be traded  world wide sometimes offering safety in unstable economic systems.
8. More significantly, they are a significant trend . According to Jeffrey Sweeney, Chairman and

CEO of U.S. Capital Global, security tokens are expected to make up to 10% of global GDP by
2024.

3 One interesting source for information for simple definitions is found at masterthecrypto.com. See 
differences-between-cryptocurrency-coins-and-tokens. Graphic is from Bernie Group posting. 
4 See Sean Au and Thomas Power ,Tokenomics, Packt, Birmingham-Mumbai, p. 33. 
5  For a brief explanation of terms please refer to the Appendix. 
6 Definition from Merriam Webster. 
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HOW DOES BLOCKCHAIN WORK? 
The blockchain is a shared public ledger on which the entire Bitcoin network relies. All confirmed 
transactions are included in the blockchain. It allows Bitcoin wallets to calculate their spendable 
balance so that new transactions can be verified thereby ensuring they're actually owned by the 
spender. The integrity and the chronological order of the blockchain are enforced with cryptography. 

A transaction  is a transfer of value between Bitcoin wallets  that gets included in the blockchain. 
Bitcoin wallets keep a secret piece of data called a private key  or seed, which is used to sign 
transactions, providing a mathematical proof that they have come from the owner of the wallet. The 
signature also prevents the transaction from being altered by anybody once it has been issued. All 
transactions are broadcast to the network and usually begin to be confirmed within 10-20 minutes, 
through a process called mining . 

Mining is a distributed consensus system that is used to confirm pending transactions by including 
them in the block chain. It enforces a chronological order in the blockchain, protects the neutrality of 
the network, and allows different computers to agree on the state of the system. To be confirmed, 
transactions must be packed in a  block that fits very strict cryptographic rules that will be verified by 
the network. These rules prevent previous blocks from being modified because doing so would 
invalidate all the subsequent blocks. Mining also creates the equivalent of a competitive lottery that 
prevents any individual from easily adding new blocks consecutively to the blockchain. In this way, no 
group or individuals can control what is included in the block chain or replace parts of the blockchain 
to roll back their own spends.

WHAT IS A COIN? 
It is defined as a digital asset that is a native (resident) of a blockchain. It is an alternative or variant to 
Bitcoin. It is similar to it in that it is: 

1. Divisible.
2. Capped and constant regarding supply.
3. Uniform. All versions of the same denomination have the same value.
4. Portable. It can be carried and exchanged.
5. Durable.
6. Fungible: One unit is equivalent to another.

Many coins are derived from Bitcoin’s protocol, but there are others that have created their own 
blockchain protocols that support their own native currencies. Examples include Ethereum, EOS, 
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Ripple, Omni, NEO, Waves and Counterparty. They are sometimes referred to as Altcoins. The first 
Altcoin was Namecoin. It was created in 2011. 

WHAT IS A TOKEN? 

A token  is a type of cryptocurrency that will ride on top  
of another blockchain. It is a subset. TokenOro will ride on 
WORBLI , an abbreviation for World Blockchain Initiative. 7

Generally, a token represents a utility or an asset, or 
sometimes both.   It can be anything fungible and 8

tradeable including gold, silver, football tickets, loyalty points and even other cryptocurrencies.  
TokenOro is selling "equity" as opposed to assets.  Asset sales are subject to immediate taxation 
whereas equity interests are generally, at least from an issuer, not always subject to immediate 
taxation. TokenOro is not selling assets.  It proposes to sell "equity " as opposed  to  assets.  

WHAT IS A SAFE TOKEN? 

Bitcoin and its descendants have experienced large-scale price fluctuations.  They are fiat crypto 
currencies with no underlying value, unlike Token Oro's Crypto Gold Preferred Series(CGPS) Model. 
Out of market panic and maybe an attempt to create new financial products, “safe tokens” appeared. 
They were pegged  to gold, silver,  or the US dollar,  becoming a digital asset to the holder. Token Oro, 9

however, is not a digital asset, but an equity whose underlying value may be measured by its vault 
value and net income stream from investment in gold projects, primarily targeting goldstreams. 
Everyone loves it when Bitcoin goes up 200% in three months, but not when it goes down 25% in a 
week. Ultimately, the desire is to produce a  currency (token, coin)that could provide smaller 
downside risk(less drastic losses),  liquidity, scalability, privacy and decentralization. 

HOW ARE TOKENS CREATED? 
All that needs to be done is to follow a standard template on a blockchain. Tokens are created and 
distributed through an Initial Coin(token) Offering. A price is determined and they are sold. In doing so, 
however, the issuer must follow all appropriate state, federal securities laws and regulations; including 
those in foreign jurisdictions. We believe our tokens are securities subject to federal and state 
regulation. 

7 For information on WORBLI see Appendix p. 30. 
8 For definitions of coins and tokens see https://coinsutra.com/coin-vs-token-difference-cryptocurrency/ 
9 Gold, silver and the U.S currency can also have big price fluctuations caused by supply and demand, but generally are not, at present, 
as seemingly as severe as those in the cryptocurrency market. 
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WHY THE PREFERRED  SECURITY TOKEN?  
Theoretically,  companies can raise capital more easily from a larger pool of global investors; 
however, his may not always be the case. 
The offer and sale of security tokens are subject to federal and state securities law rules and 
regulations.  TokenOro is tokenizing its Series A Preferred share securities, not assets.  The equity 
interest in the TokenOro Series A preferred shares will be reflected in the total of its book value which 
we believe will be comprised of its gold streaming and its gold vault value. This is designed to be 
represented and valued as a digital token. 

Latest Price & Chart for CBOT  GOLD  per oz. 
End of day Commodity Futures Price Quotes for GOLD (COMEX) 

WHY GOLD TOKENS? 
...DEBASEMENT! 
What is debasement? It means to 
“reduce in quality or value; 
adulterate or lower in rank, dignity, 
or significance.”. History shows that 
paper currency and most 
civilizations do not survive the test 
of time. Accordingly, there is a 
growing interest in gold-backed 
cryptocurrencies as a hedge 
against currency debasement. 
This is because the purchasing 
power of printed paper currencies 
continues to decline. The U.S. 
dollar is one of the longest standing 
fiat (non-asset backed) currencies, 
but has lost roughly 98% of its 
value since the inception of the 

Federal Reserve System. The intrinsic value of a currency is what backs it or what you can strip out of 
it. With paper, the intrinsic value of paper currency is the paper itself. For electronic money, it is zero. 
That being said, what is a better investment? Paper Currency or Gold? 
 
A LITTLE HISTORY.  
In the United States in 1913, the House of Representatives and the Senate passed the Federal 
Reserve Act to provide for the establishment of Federal Reserve Banks to furnish an elastic 
currency, to afford means of rediscounting commercial paper, to establish a more effective 
supervision of banking in the United States, and for other purposes.   10

 
This Act gave Federal Reserve banks the power to create notes. Those notes could be redeemed 
for gold or “lawful money.” In 1933 the gold conversion was removed. Gold was replaced with notes 
of “equal face value.” Next, in 1971, came the Nixon shock with the unilateral cancellation of the 
direct international convertibility of the US Dollar to gold and hence the transition to a system of 
“freely” floating fiat currencies.  11

At the time the price of gold was “pegged to $35 per troy ounce. By August, 1972 it rose to $38 per 
troy ounce.  By August, 1980 it reached $ 850.  The result was that  the US dollar, along with other 12

currencies, became backed by nothing more than the “faith and guarantees” of the governments. It 

10 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Reserve_Note 
11 Definition taken from Wikipedia. Fiat is a currency without intrinsic value that has been established as money, often by government 
regulation. Fiat money does not have a use value, and has value only because a government maintains its value, or because parties 
engaging in exchange agree on its value. 
12 For a history see https://www.theguardian.com/business/2010/sep/17/gold-price-timeline 
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created a world-wide “trend,” not just an event occuring within the United States. Since then, 
international currencies have faced continued debasement. 

THE CASE FOR GOLD. WHY NOW? 
“Gold is becoming more mainstream. Since 2001, investment demand for gold worldwide has 
grown 18% per year, on average. This has been driven in part by the advent of new ways to access 
the market, such as physical gold-backed exchange-traded funds (ETFs), but also by the expansion of 
the middle class in Asia, and a 
renewed focus on effective risk 
management following the 
2008–2009 financial crisis in the 
US and Europe. 
Today, gold is more relevant than 
ever for institutional investors. 
While central banks in developed 
markets are starting to normalise 
monetary policies – leading to 
higher interest rates – we believe 
the effect of quantitative easing 
and the prolonged period of low 
interest rates can have a long-term 
effect.”  13

With international governments 
continually operating in budget 
deficits and printing more fiat, 
many are looking to gold as being 
a safe haven. Gold is something tangible. 
Nevertheless, gold can be volatile. It can go up and down more than  50% over intermediate periods of 
time. As seen on the Comex 10 year gold chart, gold peaked at $1889 per ounce in 2011 and 
plummeted to $756 per ounce a little more than four years later. It fluctuates back and forth depending 
on inflation forecasts, international crises, regional economic instability, fads and mania. However, 
gold has diverse uses: in jewellery, technology, and by central banks and investors. This means that 
different sectors of the gold market rise to prominence at different points in the global economic cycle. 
That argument supports gold’s robust claim  as a valuable investment asset with diverse variables 14

affecting its price.  
Nevertheless, there is no perfect hedge. There is no perfect commodity and there is no perfect 
investment. The Wall Street adage “Bulls make money. Bears make money. Pigs get slaughtered.” is 
a reflection of investor optimism and confidence. They can change in a moment. The gold price and 
market averages simply reflect that reality...and the price of gold is a good sounding board. It is a 
matter of paper or something backed by a hard asset such as gold. It is a matter of preference. 

THE RELEVANCE OF GOLD. 
1. IT IS HIGHLY LIQUID.  According to reports from the World Gold Council, the daily gold trading
volume from 12 Nov 2018 to 14 December 2018 was about 29 million ounces with a value of $35.8
billion. Accordingly, it is stated that gold remains a highly liquid market with “notional volumes greater
than most individual stocks, stock baskets, the Dow Jones(all stocks), multiple bond markets, long
dated US Treasuries and most non-US currency pairs.15

13 Taken from The Relevance of Gold, The World Gold Council as a Strategic Asset, p3. 
14  World Gold Council Market Update, Increased Transparency On Gold Trading , December, 2018, p2. 
15 World Gold Council Market Update, Increased Transparency On Gold Trading,  December, 2018, p1. 
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2. THE VALUE OF THE U.S. CURRENCY VERSUS GOLD HAS BEEN DECREASING. This is
usually not recognized. Most investors focus on just the price of  gold and do not examine the
relationship between a currency and the price of gold. The chart( Trade Weighted USD vs Gold
Price) reflects  that relationship. The Index  is a weighted average of the foreign exchange value of the
U.S. dollar against the currencies of a broad group of major U.S. trading partners. Though this chart is
not up to date, it gives a picture of the erosion of the dollar and its relationship to the price of gold. On
December 14, 2018 the Trade Weighted USD index for major currency partners was 92.4. Gold was
$1,237.00.

3. THERE IS SPECULATION OF ABSORBING THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANKING SYSTEM into
the U.S. Treasury.  This would create a new currency representing equity in a “new Commonwealth”
rather than just “old-fashioned debt.” This creates an even better case for gold.

4. YOU CAN BUY IT. YOU CAN TRADE IT  AND YOU CAN STORE IT. There are many reputable
gold dealers that will sell you gold and or store it for you. You can buy gold stocks, gold coins, gold
certificates, gold jewelry and collectible items. There is no end to the possibilities. In the Far East,
many families hold gold as a foundation of family wealth. In addition, it is a more stable investment
than most cryptocurrencies and even the NASDAQ.

5. GOLD HAS BEEN A POWERFUL OFFSET TO THE EFFECTS OF INFLATION.  In doing so,
studies and history have also shown that gold:

● Has given positive returns over
long periods of time.

● Has preserved and helped the
growth of capital.

● Rallies in periods of high
inflation.

● Performs better than all major
currencies over time. Worldwide
production of gold grows less
than 2% per year, a controlled
supply. It is not easy to
produce.

● It has a meaningful purpose
that spurs demand; primarily
jewelry and industries such as
electronics… and sometimes
even as a currency, a medium
of exchange.

6. GOLD IS TANGIBLE AND HAS MANY USES. As the debasement of currencies becomes
widespread, individual governments continue to operate in budget deficits.  They print more fiat. As
such, many look to gold as a safe haven for investment. It is not simply a monetary instrument.  It has
diverse uses, not only in jewelry and technology; but by central banks and investors. This means that
different sectors of the gold market rise to prominence at different points in the global economic cycle.
That argument supports gold’s robust claim as a valuable investment asset with diverse variables
affecting its price. (ref, 11 World Gold Council Market Update, Increased Transparency On Gold
Trading, December, 2018, p2.)

7. IT CAN INFLUENCE (HELP STABILIZE) INTEREST RATES. Today, gold is more relevant than
ever for institutional investors. While central banks in developed markets are starting to normalize
monetary policies – leading to higher interest rates – we believe the effect of quantitative easing and
the prolonged period of low interest rates can have a long-term effect.” (Taken from The Relevance of
Gold, The World Gold Council as a Strategic Asset, p3.)
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WHAT IS THE CURRENT STATUS OF FINANCING FOR  GOLD PRODUCTION? 
In general, the past six years have been very challenging for mining companies; whether for 
producers, developers or explorers.  Falling commodity prices since gold’s peak have decreased 
revenues, but the legacy cost of inflation during the super cycle has kept expenses high. Traditional 
attempts to raise money through equity and debt markets have been difficult. For instance, from 2009 
through 2016 equity  financing for companies on the Toronto Stock Exchange fell from C$22.2 billion 
to C$9.3 billion, roughly a 58% drop. Generally, about half of the money raised is for gold. 
Nevertheless, financing has proceeded along three lines:  

1. Generating funds to continue operations. 
2.  Money for new mine development and expansion. 
3. Reduction of debt. Large mining companies generally carry large amounts of debt. 

In response, traditional mining companies have sometimes focused on alternative financing taking the 
form of mineral royalties and metal streams. 
 
AN OPPORTUNITY.  
At present, few commodities are traded on the blockchain and no physical delivery generally takes 
place using blockchain contracts. The blockchain will revolutionize information validation. It is not 
merely a matter of blockchains and cryptocurrencies creating  new forms of money. There is a bigger 
picture. It is a new platform. Blockchain technology will facilitate the transmission of money.  

 
 

 

As such, TokenOro sees gold as one of the best candidates for the transition to the blockchain. One of 
the biggest costs and concerns with gold mining is moving it, storing it, and keeping track of it. The 
gold industry can benefit from a distributed ledger and disintermediation on the scale that blockchain 
promises.  Gold trade probably represents one of the best candidates for disruption with blockchain. 
Blockchain becomes a facilitator for trading gold via gold asset backed crypto tokens.This is good for 
TokenOro even though TokenOro is not a simple gold asset backed crypto token.  
 
THE FUTURE OF GOLD.  
According to experts , “The expanding middle class in Asia (primarily China and India), combined with 16

broader economic growth, will have a significant impact on future gold demand.” This will include: 
1. The use of gold as a “material of choice.” It is expected to evolve over the coming decades 

affecting new industries such as healthcare and technology. 
2. Mobile Apps for trading, gifting and investing in gold.  
3. Environmental, social and governance issues that will play an increasing role in mining 

production methods. They will be increasingly changed to accommodate social or 

16 George Magnus, senior economist; Rick Lacaille, Global Chief Investment Officer of State Street Global Advisors; and Michelle Ash, 
Chief Innovation Officer at Barrick Gold. https://www.gold.org/goldhub/research/gold-2048-next-30-years-gold. 
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environmental issues. Examples would be getting mutually beneficial agreements for mining in 
tribal areas. 

4. Demand exceeding  supply over the next  30 years. That should cause rising prices. In the
end it will depend on how much gold will be mined to meet the demand and the cost of that
production. In 2005, world gold production amounted to 2,470 metric tons  and increased
steadily up to an estimated 3,150 metric tons in 2017, a total of 27% increase over 12 years,
roughly the rate of inflation.  Based on history, there should be no overnight explosion in the17

production of gold.
5. Blockchain technology becoming a larger factor in the production and sales of gold.
6. Companies such as Vaultoro allowing  customers to buy gold with Bitcoin and other

altcoins. The company claims that the gold is the owner’s property and is insured and held in
Swiss vaults. There are many options to choose from...and there will be more. In our case,
Token Oro will own the gold and the value of the tokens should express the underlying value of
shareholder equity.

7. Innovation. In October, 2018  The UK Royal Mint Limited shelved proposals to issue its own
gold-backed cryptocurrency(RMG crypto-tokens) after approaching the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange for a token trading platform. Despite that, it was deemed a “more cost-effective and
cryptographically secure way to buy, hold and trade spot gold prices,”  the project broke down.

18

The UK Government was wary of the cryptocurrency sector, but recognized that the demise of
the RMG project would enable fintech start-ups to launch into the world of digital gold crypto
assets. It is happening.   It can do it cheaply and it can do it quickly.19

EXAMINE WHAT THE CRYPTO MARKET IS PROVIDING. 
At the time this paper began, more than 180 companies appeared on Goldscape.net’s precious 
metal blockchain cryptocurrency directory. Twenty-two were “listed,” more than 20 in “pre-sale,” 
approximately 30 “in development,” and the rest were inactive or had failed. These companies were 
organized to hold gold and issue coins against the gold. Several companies were also examining 
using crypto to produce gold. Here are just three examples. 
Guyana Goldstrike Inc.  Vancouver, Canada / TheNewswire / December 13, 2017 - Guyana Goldstrike Inc. (the 
"Company" or "Guyana Goldstrike") (TSXV: GYA, OTC: GYNAF, FSE: 1ZT) is pleased to announce that the 
Company has been meeting and consulting with experts in the blockchain and cryptocurrency sector 
to ascertain the feasibility of financing the Marudi Gold Project through the issuance of an Initial Coin 
Offering ("ICO") on the Ethereum blockchain platform. It may fail. It may not. It is not much different 
than buying the stock. Token Oro is selling securities, but the distinguishing difference is TokenOro’s 
gold vault, the gold streaming business model and the digital representation of its securities. 

At market close on December  24, 2018 GYA traded at 18.2 cents Canadian. It traded 339 shares 
reflecting the illiquidity of the junior mining companies. On February 22, 2018 it closed at 14 cents 
with no trades. A token offering may be the best way to raise capital because the normal penney stock 
buyers are possibly exhausted and “sitting on the sidelines” waiting for something to happen.  
Sudan Gold Coin operates out of  Sudan and offers a “fair share” of the profit to the holders. Each 
coin is tied to .05g of gold per token. More gold is added to each token as the gold is physically mined. 
The mine has no resources and virtually no mineral data. There are definite political issues there. 
Quantum Gold has a model and white paper written in 2016 wherein they planned to announce the 
possible acquisition of Australian gold mines in November, 2018  using the Ethereum platform and 
tokens to raise money for possible gold stream and mine acquisitions. Their success ultimately will 
depend on the quality of the mines (product), the operating cost and management; just like most other 
businesses. It may find it easier to raise money in the crypto space than in the US  or Canadian stock 
markets. 

17 Subject to much debate. 
18  from Goldscape.net article UK Government Vetoes Gold-Backed Cryptocurrency project, Nov 14, 2018 by James. 

19 See Appendix 8.0 REASONS CRYPTO IS GOING TO EXPAND. 
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These companies and others like Canamex Gold may be on the right track because they are 
attempting to provide what the market is lacking, tokens as a finance tool for the production of 
gold. 

EXAMINE THE BANKS. 
“Bank of America, JPMorgan Chase, and Wells Fargo are the three largest banks in the US( ranked by 
assets), with businesses spanning investment services, consumer banking, and merchant services. In 
an ultra-competitive industry, these banks are able to maintain and strengthen their competitive 
advantages by pursuing, producing and acquiring  new intellectual properties. Led by Bank of 
America, these three banks have large IP war chests, patents, and a particular focus on payments. 
They will continue to pursue intellectual property as a way to stay competitive and avoid 
commoditization. Look at the patents filed to see where top US banks are headed.”  They are 20

marching powerfully into crypto. 

EXAMINE THE EXCHANGES. 
CBOE: In July, the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) filed with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) for a Bitcoin ETF. Partnering with investment management firm VanEck and 
SolidX, the CBOE added features such as insurance, which make approval more likely in the future.  

 Bakkt: The Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) – owner of the New York Stock Exchange and 22 other 
exchanges around the world –has announced  the launching of its digital asset platform to be 
scheduled on January 24, 2019.  

Nasdaq: The world’s second-largest stock exchange says it still plans to list bitcoin futures. It will base 
its futures contracts off bitcoin’s price on numerous  spot exchanges, as compiled by the investment 
management firm, VanEck.  

Financial industry giants Nasdaq and Fidelity continue to wade deeper into the nascent 
cryptocurrency ecosystem. On February 5, 2019 the Nova-X Report stated the following: 

“Nowhere is this more evident than with the moves Fidelity Investments Inc. has been making. 
The decades-old firm with $7.2 trillion in assets under management opened its Fidelity Digital Asset 
Services last October to bring cryptocurrency custody and trading services to institutional investors - 
the big banks, hedge funds and pension funds that require an exacting level of oversight before they 
can jump in.” Bottom line:  These asset managers don't want themselves or their clients to get 
hacked, and they don't want to “fool around” with private keys or maintaining pass phrases for 
each and every  
account.” 

When a trusted name like Fidelity comes along with a ready-made custody and trading solution, the 
game is changed  for large investors. Prior to that, the Chicago-based ErisX announced on December 
4, 2018 that it has secured $27.5 million in  funding from a group of investors headlined by Nasdaq 
Ventures and Fidelity Investments. 

EXAMINE MORGAN STANLEY AND YALE. 
Morgan Stanley hails cryptocurrency as the “new institutional investment class.” JPMorgan told the 
world: “We are big believers in Ethereum.” The  New York Times News Service announced on 
February 14, 2019 that “JP Morgan became the first major U.S. bank to introduce its own digital token 
for real-world use, the last step in Wall Street’s evolving approach that underpins cryptocurrencies like 

20 See https: //www.cbinsights.com/research/banks-patent-payments-expert-intelligence/ 
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bitcoin and Ether...Clients engaged us, saying they need a way to move money into the blockchain.” It 
is getting traction in the financial system despite the spectacular crash of prices in 2018. 

Crypto venture capital firm Grayscale Investments announced it’s seeing “record levels of interest 
among institutional investors,” despite the price slump in cryptos. 

Yale Endowment chief investment officer announced that the fund had invested in crypto-currencies. 
Harvard, Stanford, Dartmouth and MIT purportedly have followed suit. 

EXAMINE THE SEC AND RIPPLE-THE GORILLA IN THE CLOSET. 
Ripple Labs is a private company that has developed a technology for interbank money transfers. Its 
protocol is owned by Ripple Labs. Its currency is named XRP.  XRP is under scrutiny by the U.S. 
Securities and Exchange Commission to determine whether or not XRP is a security or a commodity. 
Because it is being used to fund ongoing operations, the SEC position may conclude that it is a 
security and needs to needs to comply with the Securities Act of 1933, as amended. 

SEC Chairman Jay Clayton was recently asked about whether various cryptocurrencies are securities. 
He replied that Ethereum and Bitcoin are definitely NOT securities. When asked about Ripple, his 
reply was "no comment."  21

TokenOro does have a comment. The TokenOro  is a security and its path is being driven by 
compliance with SEC regulations.  

In addition, it has been rumored that there are policies being initiated by the US Congress and the 
State of Wyoming to accelerate the adoption of new laws to liberalize the issuance of 
cryptocurrencies. The objective? ...to insure that the United States will not be left out of rapidly growing 
international financial markets. 

NOW EXAMINE TOKENORO. 
TokenOro is well-poised to be the first ever successful digitized security token combining the 
underlying values of gold bullion, acquisitions, partnerships, and royalty steaming  to the crypto and 22

blockchain world. TokenOro may the first to introduce this specific model. 

HOW DOES IT WORK? THREE  EASY STEPS. 
1. For instance, $1,000 is received and placed into the TokenOro account$500 is intended to the

vault where it purchases insured, safely stored gold bars; physical bullion;  gold bullion
certificates  and/or cash. An example of a vault would be the Royal Canadian Mint, Sprott23

Gold Bullion Certificates or an equivalent.
2. $500 is intended to go into the acquisition and operations budget. The company proposes to

invest  in gold
steams and
operations. The
primary targets
would be short term
projects ready to
enter production in
three to 24 months.

21  From Editor’s notes, posted on The Early Investor mailbag on December 7, 2018 mailbag@earlyinvestor.com 
22 See page 29 in the Appendix for an explanation of Gold steams and royalties.  
23 Such as the Sprott Gold Trust. At time of this writing it sold for a 1.3% discount to the spot  price of gold. There were $1.9 billion of 
gold  bullion in the trust. 
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WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES TO GOLD STREAM MODELS? 
Companies such as Franco Nevada, Maverix Metals, Silver Wheaton, Royal Gold and Aurico have              
successfully employed precious metal streaming models. Why? Here are five reasons: 

1. Not having to be involved in day-to-day operations. Management can focus on growth.
2. This is a good cash flow business that avoids the need to be involved in direct funding.
3. It is a high margin, low overhead business and can generate cash through the entire              

commodity cycle.
4. By investing in many projects, risk can be controlled just like in any investment portfolio.

This includes geographical as well as business risk.
5. The model is scalable.

TokenOro’s primary investment strategy will be to focus on partnerships with small miners             
involving gold streaming. 

WHY IS TOKENORO DIFFERENT? 
TokenOro intends to be an innovative Company utilizing a digitized security token valued  upon gold 
production partnerships and creating an innovative vault model.  It differs from utility crypto-tokens in 
the following ways:  

1. Compliance. The Company intends to comply with all applicable federal and state securities
laws regulating the offer and sale of securities represented by digital tokens.

2. A growing gold vault. As the mines produce, the gold vault will grow. The token’s value
should be determined by the nature of the market and the amount of gold that flows into the
Company. Crypto-currencies like Bitcoin have no price floor. This concept of value being
derived from a vault value and streaming gold value is more characteristic of a "derivative
security" where the price is derived from the value one or more underlying assets. Common
derivatives include futures contracts, options and swaps. Theoretically, the token's value
should not fall below its proportionate  vault value of the spot price of
gold.

3. It employs a simple App that keeps the customer informed of:
● The token value
● The vault value
● The total value of tokens owned
● The price of gold
● The enterprise book value of the company. This might include,

assets-cash, gold and investments at cost and any liabilities.
The image at the right is an example of what the screen will look
like. The calculations will also appear on the website. There will
be a daily posting of the financial condition of the company and
the vault.

● You will find there is nothing like it: transparency and
accountability.

TOKENECONOMICS: TOKEN VALUE 
1. TOTAL TOKENS AUTHORIZED. Two Billion Two Hundred Million (2,200,000,000). This includes Series A
tokens and any other future classes, if issued.

2. Two Billion One Hundred Million (2,100,000,000)  Series A Prefered Tokens.

3. Round One: Initial par price per token: $2.00. This is a Seed Capital Round price for Accredited
Investors only.

4. Round Two: $4.00

The value of the token is calculated by using the following formula: 
Vault Value = Current  value of gold, certificates, and cash in the vault  resulting from selling 
tokens  plus any  gold  received as a bonus from production. 
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Enterprise book value. The enterprise book value will be the total of all non-vault assets. The 
company intends to use half of any investment or income and apply it to pay expenses and invest in 
gold streaming or in purchasing gold. When the token trades, it could have a value that fluctuates like 
an equity. If the Company  generates earnings, the token value may appreciate in value. Its intention, 
however, is to reinvest into gold production to produce a profit for the vault. In the end, the token value 
should reflect the gold vault valuation plus income or return of investment from making gold stream 
investments or buying gold. The Company intends to use Generally Accepted Accounting Practices 
(GAAP).   The market price of the token however could rise above simple book value since the market 
should theoretically see a growing earnings stream. 
 
Total value of a TokenOro should be (Vault value + enterprise book value) divided by the 
number of tokens. 
In the beginning stage, the tokens will be worth approximately 50% of the market value of gold. The 
following models shows how a $10,000 investment might work assuming fluctuating gold prices and a 
production contribution.  The production contribution could be greater or less than the numbers.  It has 
not included a profit  provision for possible sale of properties or positions. The value of the vault 
would hypothetically look like this.  It is not certain and depends on the nature  and size of the gold 
stream model. 

50% model Current After 1 year After 2 years After 3 years 

Price Gold USD 1,200 1,500 1,300 1,600 
A vault-. 5 coin  5,000 6,250 5,416 9,127 
Production bonus 0 1,000 1,000 +1,000 1,000 + 1,000 
Vault coin value 5,000 7,250 7,416 11,127 

 
One thing to note is how gold is priced. While there is a spot price for gold, it is generally sold higher 
because there is a processing cost to produce final coins and bars. In effect, there is a mint premium 
and storage costs that have a small impact on the exact pricing. Pricing can be seen on websites such 
as sprott.com and monex.com, dealers in precious metals. 
 
You can produce something or you can be a speculator.  In order to increase wealth, something needs 
to be produced. You can invest in an idea, a product or a person.  In the end, to get a good return on 
your money, you need to produce something. The same is true for gold. The value of gold is a function 
of demand.  Our model allows for vault protection and also provides a production bonus. Logic says 
that: 

1. As gold prices go up, gold miners and streams become more valuable.  
2. As the value of unmined gold reserves increase, gold companies and their assets become 

more valuable. TokenOro has located those opportunities. 
3. The profitability of gold companies can rise exponentially relative to the price increase for gold. 
4. The underlying value of assets outside of the vault can also increase exponentially. 

 
Gold sometimes is considered a contrarian play. It can have a low historical correlation to traditional 
asset classes such as stocks, bonds and real estate.  As such TokenOro becomes a combination of a 24

low risk leveraged gold vault and a leveraged gold development company. We want the stream and 
the investment, not just the vault. It becomes powerful model in bull and bear gold markets. 
 
 
 

24 Arguments can be made that this is not the case. It depends on the time horizon and assets classes to which it is compared. For 
instance gold prices can fluctuate more than the Dow Jones Industrial Average or the NASDAQ. 
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FEATURES OF TOKENORO.  
The tokens have three important features: 

1. Each token is a perpetual future call on gold delivery that will never expire or be cancelled, 
except after delivery of physical gold against the token. 

2. Once trading, clients may purchase and sell fractions of a token, but no less than 1/10th of a 
token may be bought and sold. Those transactions will finally be governed by the future 
exchanges trading the tokens. 

3. The TokenOro token is being designed to be interoperable with major security token 
exchanges, offering a secondary market for security tokens, with varying levels of liquidity. This 
is an attempt to build in liquidy, not just waiting for it to happen.  However, this is not a 25

guarantee that TokenOro will be listed on any of those exchanges. Limited liquidity or no 
liquidity will always be a risk factor. 

 
TOKENORO AND  SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY.  
At the end of the year, TokenOro intends to donate  approximately 5% of its before tax operating profit 
from gold streaming to social causes preferably in the jurisdictions in which it operates.This would be 
after any gold enters the vault. Models might  be Victims of Human Trafficking, Friends of the Children, 
Clean Water, or choosing to create our own model with a local community. 
This should have a beneficial effect of creating awareness that “there is more to gold mining than just 
mining.” There are tangible benefits in thinking in this manner. It can result in reduced labor 26

shortages. That can be achieved by investing in local education and skills training. The benefit is a 
healthier workforce, better community relationships such as indigenous peoples and local miners. In 
addition, TokenOro wants to improve environmental practices with its mining partners. The following 
chart compares older mining methods and  possibilities using “greener” technology.  

Technology Old Mining Method Green Mining Method 

Power Use and Emissions Large amounts of grid power were 
necessary. Equipment used 
high-emission fuels like diesel and 
propane.  

Equipment could run on natural gas, propane 
or diesel.The best choice should be made 
based on the environmental impact of each 
situation and the costs attached to them. 

Water Use Large amounts of fresh water are 
pumped to a site then subsequently 
pumped miles away to evaporation 
ponds. 

Almost the entire initial freshwater brought can 
be recycled. One approach is to eliminate 
settling ponds. We could possibly contain and 
recycle all water. 

Tailings  Mine tailings are stored behind a tailings 
dam along with the wastewater. 

Tailings could be reprocessed to create an 
agricultural soil amendment. We need to 
consider making the minerals “bio-avalable.” 
Biogrow will be investigated for possible use. It 
has served to moderate pH, supply nutrients 
and organic matter, reduce crusting and lower 
soil density. 

Air Emissions Harmful chemicals sometimes 
 emitted into the atmosphere from 
previous methods 

Reduce the release of harmful chemicals such 
as cyanide by rendering them inert through 
ultraviolet and/or high temperature treatment. 

25 For a good discussion, see https://hackernoon.com/some-thoughts-about-liquidity-and-security-tokens-d3c3f52b417a 
26 Taken from article  published Mar 7, 2012, “Four Ways to Make Mining More Responsible,” Paul Klein, Contributor, CSR Blog 
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Obviously, looking at the chart, not all production facilities would have access to natural gas pipelines. 
These are possibilities. Each situation is unique. The point is to approach each situation with a view to 
apply “green mining methods.” 

This approach could theoretically accelerate financing.  Environmentally responsible projects could be 
perceived as having a diminished equity risk. In the past, TokenOro’s management has learned that 
assisting with food, medicine and schools has created stability within the local communities. More 
important than the initial action is on-going support to local communities. Tokeoro’s philosophy is: 

1. People before profit. Sometimes the company will need to do things that do not always make
strict economic sense such as creating a soccer field, putting in extra wells and distributing
malaria medicine. TokenOro’s desire  will be to help build communities, not just profit. For
example, look at Nicaragua. Since 1880, güirisería, or artisanal mining, has been the main
economic activity in the municipalities that make up the so-called mining triangle in the North
Atlantic Autonomous Region (RAAN) of Nicaragua. Artisanal gold extraction begins with the
gathering of auriferous mineral from abandoned mines, external outcrop, or river sediments.
This is done manually, sometimes with the aid of explosives.The current situation in the
mining triangle, where industrial mining and güirisería coexist reinforces  high poverty
levels and the deterioration of human and environmental health. These stories are told
all over the world. Clean water, mercury poisoning and environmental damage are
prevalent in remote mining areas.27

2. Transparency. TokenOro intends to share information. That information must not only be
transparent but verifiable and true. The WORBLI community will be an important link for
information dissemination. It will be done using  all forms of traditional and social media. For
instance, blogs will be opened that can be open to advocacy groups, indigenous peoples,
investors and any other interested parties.

3. The practical application of engineering. According to the American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE), “engineers have a leading role in planning, designing, building and
ensuring a sustainable future. Engineers provide the bridge between science and society.”
They can help solve complex problems. TokenOro wants to apply the discipline of its
engineering resources and relationships to solve social problems within its sphere of influence.
In effect, TokenOro is marrying its business to a higher social purpose.

WHAT ARE THE GENERAL TERMS OF THE OFFER? BUYING TOKENS. 
“Normally,” tokens are sold under a contract prior to a token offering.  This is often referred to as a 
SAFT, a “simple agreement for a token” offering. In effect, that was previously done to avoid being 
categorized as a securities offering. Since there is no dispute that TokenOro is a form of security, it will 
be treated as such and use the vocabulary of the securities industry.  

1. The subscription. The company has authorized two types of securities:
a. 100,000,000 shares common stock without par value. The shares have no conversion

rights.
b. 2,100,000,000 shares of Preferred Series A stock(tokens), par value $2 per share. Two

billion shares  will be Series A Preferred stock. 100,000,000 will be reserved for

27 From World Upside Down. 
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additional possible future offerings. The Preferred shares shall be deemed to be a 
digital representation of Preferred Shares which are stored in an electronic format. It will 
contain the information specified in accordance with Wyoming Statute 17-16-140(b) and 
(c)to be amended effective July 1, 2019. All shares will have the right to convert to 
tokens for a period of five years at the subscription price. In the first offering the 
minimum investment will be $10,000 and the tokens will be priced at $2 each.The first 
round will be limited to 2.5 million tokens. Subsequent round pricing will be above $2 
each and will be targeted at $4. 

c. There will be no discount for the tokens, though the company has the right to issue 
tokens as bonuses and for services rendered. Since there are operating expenses prior 
to the issuance of the Preferred Series A stock(tokens), the vault will  be temporarily 
below the 50% contribution rate from the investment received in the offerings. As the 
company gathers sufficient capital to carry out its mission, it intends to fill the vault up to 
the 50% contribution rate and then invest the proceeds after the vault is “normalized.” 

2. Purchase methods accepted: Fiat currencies, EOS, WORBLI (WBI), Ethereum (ETH) and 
Bitcoin (BTC). This may be modified at any time depending on market developments. While 
they may be accepted, they will be eventually be converted to U.S. dollars unless foreign 
partners can utilize Bitcoin and Ethereum. 

3. The intention of the company is not to be a platform for the distribution of gold. That action can 
be done by any gold dealer. However, the company reserves the right to do so. 

4. Token Sales and storage.  The Private Placement Accredited Preferred  Series A tokens will 
be treated as "restricted securities" and placed in an escrow wallet and not available for 
transfer for a period of one year. 

 
THE GAME CHANGING MODEL.  
All the discussion concerning tokens, preferred 
stocks, projections and speculations in the end 
get down to running a responsible business 
model. TokenOro is not creating a crypto 
mining operation, it is using crypto to create 
gold streaming opportunities and gold mining 
operations. TokenOro is bringing seasoned, 
responsible mining management and expertise 
to the crypto markets. In the end, to be 
successful, it must  be run like any other 28

highly successful business. It must have a 
product (projects), people and a process to 
create success. 
 
THE PROJECTS 
The company has already been offered more than 15 projects with funding requirements 
ranging from $400,000 to $100,000,000 each. The objective is to first create a portfolio of streaming 
investments in productive small mines and/or production centers and in doing so, also diminish the 
impact of arsenic, mercury and any other neurotoxins. This will be one step in having a meaningful 
environmental impact. It is the intention to take profits  employ them in developing other properties or 
improve the projects we have. By following  this strategy, TokenOro can profit, diversify, and at the 
same time have a positive social influence. It fits the company’s social message and addresses the 
growing world-wide concerns about the impact of mining on local communities and the environment. 
One emphasis is artisanal mining.  
 
 

28 Thank you Marcus Lemonis for that phrase. Anyone who wants to build any business, should watch his program, The Profit. 
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WHY ARTISANAL MINING? 
1. Approximately 20% of the world’s gold production comes from small scale artisanal miners. It is 

a significant resource. Generally they have low efficiency. With assistance, they can increase 
their yield and also increase the scope of production. 

2. There is increased demand for responsible artisanal god coming from the industrial and 
consumer sectors. 

3. International and national policy frameworks and other activities are de-risking the investment 
opportunities. 

4. Technological advancement in gold extraction is leading to higher yields, thereby decreasing 
the timeframe for returning investment. 

5. A great environmental  and direct social impact can be made on small communities.  29

 

CURRENT PROJECTS INCLUDE: 
1. Tomboko. The Tomboko Gold Project consists of an exploration license covering a surface 

area of 75.45 km2 (Figure 1.1) in the Siguiri Basin, North-eastern Guinea – West Africa. During 
the early exploration stage, about $1 million in gold was taken from the Tomboko property. The 
output averaged 22.8 carats with the primary contaminate being platinum. The project is under 
development with its partner, Nortec Minerals of Vancouver, BC.  A recently completed 149 
page NI 43-101 report covering the projects is available on the Nortec website. It shows high 
grade sampling and plans to increase resource identification. More than $10 million has been 
invested. This project seeks $1.5 million for mining alluvial gold. It can begin production in 
three months. 

2. Nearby Tomboko properties. Discussions have been held during the last three years to do a 
joint venture gold take out with a nearby mine. That property has  inferred and indicated 
resources of 500,000 oz. of gold. $6 million is required to begin production. Initial processing 
will be 2,000 tons per day at an average grade of 1.5 g per ton and run 300 days per year. At 
1.5 gm per ton,  Tokenoro’s  Net gold share is projected to be approximately $3.9 million in 
gold per year based on a gold price of $1300 per ounce. The chart would look like this:  

Average grade 1.5 grams per ton Tokenoro net after split 

Tons per day 2,000  

Gold Per day 3 Kg  

Production days 300  

Total gold production 900kg  

Net after expenses 600kg 300kg= $3,900@ $1,300/ oz.  

50% will go to the vault and 50% will be put back into operations and production as deemed                  
appropriate.  

29 See https://www.nrdc.org/sites/default/files/investing-artisanal-gold-summary.pdf 
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3. Three mines in Montana, one in Nevada, one in Oregon.  Investment up to $150 million. 
4. Four other properties in the Republic of Guinea. Investment $5 million. 
5. Nicaragua, Peru and Colombia. Investment from $400,000 to $10 million. Inquiries are being 

evaluated to  carry out expansion of their operations in a profitable, socially and 
environmentally responsible manner. We will only be able to do so through the vehicle 
described in this white paper. These projects can expand to an area exceeding 300 sq. km. It 
is a big task. One of the mines in Nicaragua has 400 local miners bringing ore to the 
processing plant. 

Due to the fluid nature of mine financing, there will be a never ending process of evaluation, 
investment and production. As such, the company may  eventually conclude  scores of projects in 
multiple countries spanning several continents. Such an implementation will eventually depend on the 
capabilities of Tokenoro’s management team and availability of capital. Unless TokenOro has a written 
agreement, it will not normally reveal the details of its partners until there is a contract is in place or the 
company feels confident that the agreement will be shortly put into place. However, specific 
information may be released pending a non-disclosure agreement being signed by any qualified party. 

Three overriding principles will guide these projects:  

1. Improvement of the environmental impact of the mine on the community,  
2. Improvement the conditions under which those mines operate, and  
3. Improvement of the community itself. 

 
Tokenoro will attempt to implement solutions to the above mentioned problems using green mining 
methods. It will do so by: 

1. Choosing environmentally friendly general mining processes. In situ mining, for example, can 
be more environmentally friendly than underground mining and is cheaper than many mining 
methods. 

2. Implementing recently discovered green mining technologies. These include mining from 
tailings, water management, dust suppression techniques, drilling, liquid membrane emulsion 
technology, sulphuric acid leaching extraction process, impermeable tailings storage, and 
improved energy efficiency by using better ventilation systems and diesel engines  30

3. Cleaning up the sites of shut-down mines using R2 technology to recover metals while 
improving the condition of the land 

4. Reevaluating cut-off grades to reduce waste and increase efficiency 
5. Research and development of green mining technology in the areas of processing, clean 

water, and energy efficiency.  
6. Replenishing the environment.  A seemingly simple but rarely prioritized activity, 

replenishing mine sites and mine environments, is one of the key factors to not only earning 
the respect and cooperation of those living near a mine, but will ultimately protect the mine’s 
impact on the environment. Simple solutions like replenishing native soils and grasses, 
cleaning excess waste, proper waste removal, site inspections and replanting trees and natural 
forestry can rejuvenate a long-term ecosystem repair and sustain the environment for years 
beyond when the mine is no longer operating. The entire reclamation process should include: 
removing hazardous materials, reshaping land, restoring topsoil, and planting native grasses, 
trees or ground cover natural to the site. 

 
Tokenoro is committed to this pragmatism and its ultimate implementation. 
 
 

30 https://www.thermofisher.com/blog/mining/green-mining-can-it-really-happen-part-1/ 
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WHO IS GOING TO DO THIS? …….. THE MANAGEMENT TEAM 
The management team brings together a completely unique and diverse collaboration of international 
and North American experts with extensive experience and knowledge in global gold  trading, mining 
development, finance and blockchain technologies. They are coupled with the relevant legal and 
financial expertise to keep up with the ever changing regulatory landscape in the cryptocurrency world. 
By combining this broad expertise and experience, TokenOro™ is innovating a game-changing model 
for the mining industry that may completely revolutionize the way gold mines will be financed and how 
gold sales and financing will be transacted in the future. 

James M. McKenzie, Chairman of the Board 
MBA Finance, University of Chicago, James S. Kemper Scholar, U.S. military 1966-9, former CEO of 
CUI, INC., 46 years experience in International business including, Japan, Taiwan, China, Korea, 
Hong Kong, Singapore, Europe, West Africa (15 years) & Mexico. Chairman, Alamako International 
Corporation SARL and Ressource Mining SARL of Conakry, Republic of Guinea. CEO, Chairman, 
Golden Rule Mining Inc. (Wyoming), The Golden Bull Inc., and TokenOro™ Inc. Has 22 Years 
experience dealing with mineral development projects primarily in The Republic of Guinea. 

Robert Levin, V.P. Financial Market Development 
Inventor, mobile & Digital health expert, author of 2 books & 1 patent; Master’s Degree, Tufts Fletcher 
School of Law & Diplomacy; MBA, Finance, New York University Stern School. 

 26+ years Wall Street & Technology Experience at Senior Level; raised $150 mill. for funds and 
technology companies, Tudor, Moore,and Salomon Brothers. 
 Actively involved as speaker and participant in international forums featuring the development of 
blockchain technology and its application to finance. 

Sekou Traoré, Chief Operating Officer, Africa 
Born in Guinea. Mr. Traore manages the mining permits, payments, governmental compliance and the 
logistics of any equipment and supplies necessary to run the operations in Africa. Responsible for 
permit acquisition and technical, administrative and financial operations. Founder, shareholder  and 
President of Alamako International Corporation SARL and Resource Mining SARL. Vice President and 
shareholder in The Golden Rule Mining Inc. 

Serigne Dieng, Senior Geologist   
Ph.D Queens University (2012) Ontario, Canada. Nine years field experience in West Africa. Senior 
Project for six prospects including Koulekoun, Kodeiran,Kodianfara, Kankan, Kolenda and Siguri 
(TheTomboko project). Senior Project Geologist for IAM Gold, Wega Mining and The Golden Rule, 
Ltd.  
Highlights include: 3-5 million oz. Koulekan-Kadiran deposit in Guinea; 300,000 oz. Boto 5 gold 
deposit and the 1.2 million oz. Boto 2, 4, 6 gold deposit; Discovery of the Tomboko, Kouroussa and 
Badamako large scale gold deposits. 
Teaching fellowship at Queen’s University in structural geology, geological aspects of gold deposits, 
environmental hazards, and exploration geochemistry. 
Professional memberships : APGO, Senegalese Association of Geological Engineers, Canadian 
Tectonics Group. 

Mohan Vulimiri, Chief Advisor-Geology 
Master of Science degree in Economic Geology from the University of Washington. He currently acts 
as President and CEO for Nortec Ventures Corp. and works as a consulting geologist for several 
major and senior exploration companies. He has over 30 years of experience working with public 
companies including working in management and directorial roles for Frontier Pacific Mining Corp., 
Altius Minerals Corp, Solitair Minerals Corp., and Solex Resources Corp. Mr. Vulimiri is also a member 
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of the Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of BC, the Society of Economic 
Geologists and the Society of Mining Engineers. 

Peter F. Tegart, Chief Advisor, Asset Valuations, Feasibility & Mine Development, Research 
B.Sc.: 50 years' experience in exploration and mining. In the early part of his career he worked at the 
Reeves MacDonald Mine, CanexPlacer Mine, Salmo, BC, Benson Lake Mine, Vancouver Island, 
Premier Mine, Bralorne, BC and Anaconda's Britannia Mine, Squamish, BC as an underground miner, 
between acquiring his degree at UBC in 1969.  
Was responsible for the acquisition of the Lawyers property from Kennecott followed by responsibility 
to complete the exploration, feasibility and mine development of the Lawyers Mine in Northern B.C. as 
Vice-President, in the newly created TSX listed company, CheniIn. Co-founded Manhattan Minerals, 
as president, completed the exploration. 
Brought the Morris Mine into gold production in Chihuahua State, Northern Mexico. During this period, 
and as a result of his past Association with the BRGM of France, he acquired the Tambo Grande 
project in northern Peru for Manhattan Minerals, and commenced an extensive exploration program 
that discovered and defined three of the largest massive sulphide deposits in the world.  
He served as President and Chief Executive Officer, Frontier Pacific Mining Corporation where he 
negotiated the purchase of the Perama Hill gold deposit in Greece from Newmont Mining Corp. 
Frontier was acquired by Eldorado Gold in 2008.  
Director of Findlay Minerals, Nortec Minerals and Midas Gold Inc., a US company owned by Midas 
Gold Corp.  

Pierre Lalande, First Technical Advisor, Geologist. Now inactive. 
Was Board Member, Director and Chief Geo Technical Advisor.   Located targeted area for the Anglo 
Ashanti, mine discovery (SAG) (8 million ounces produced to date), and instrumental in bringing seven 
large-scale mines into production. Former Senior Geologist for Wega Mining. Was Chief Geologist 
with IAMGOLD and an International Senior Geologist with Watts, Griffis & McOuat, International. Set 
up the first stage production operation of the SAG mine. 

Denis Bray Past/current contributor.  
Author Tomboko Wega Report. Former Guinea-Mali Country Manager of Gold Exploration for Wega 
Mining.  Project Manager and Senior Geologist, MAJESTIC GOLO CORP, (Sawayaerdun project, 
West China), Regional and Project Manager, IAMGOLD, (Sénégal) Senior Geologist/Project Manager, 
BARRICK GOLD, (Mali). 

John Rae Past/Current Mining Engineer Consultant 
Qualified person Toronto Stock Exchange for NI 43101. Managing Director, Ghana Rae Gold Mines, 
LTD (Toronto Ghana), Exploration & Planning Manager, Pacific Gold Corp, (Western USA) Technical 
Advisor & Site Manager, Watts, Griffis & McOuat, Colorado. 

Michael Doggett, Geologist/consultant 
Vancouver, Canada based mineral economist with 25 years of experience specializing in the valuation 
of properties and companies at the exploration and development stage of the minerals industry. He 
has extensive international experience having carried out assignments in some 20 countries including 
several projects in China and Peru.  
From 1997 to 2007, Doggett served as Professor and Director of the Mineral Exploration Master's 
Program at Queen's University, Canada where he continues to serve as an adjunct professor. He is 
widely published having authored or co-authored more than 20 books and papers and provided 
professional development training to more than 2000 mineral industry professionals. 
Michael served for 6 years on the Board of Directors of the Prospectors and Developers Association of 
Canada (PDAC) and for 3 years on the Committee on Earth Resources at the National Academy of 
Sciences in Washington. D.C. He currently sits on the Board of Directors of five public companies in 
Canada.  
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His achievements have been recognized by the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and 
Petroleum which presented him with their Robert Elver Mineral Economics Award in 2002 and named 
him a Distinguished Lecturer in 2010-2011. The Society of Economic Geologists named Dr. Doggett 
as their International Exchange Lecturer for the year 2005.  

Legal Representation provided by Gregory M. Wilson.  
Wilson Law provides legal counsel to startup and emerging companies including SEC reporting 
companies trading on public markets. 

Accounting Services and taxation will be managed by Collective of Tigard, Oregon. 

Auditing Services will be done by an independent  local firm Certifying Accounts in the State of 
Oregon. The final firm chosen will be a function of the level of services and certification needed to 
perform those services for a publicly listed company. 

THE POWER OF COLLABORATION. 
TokenOro will actively seek organizations and individuals that  have the TokenOro philosophy of social 
responsibility and the best environmental mining practices. 
These organizations include… 

● WORBLI - https://worbli.io/
● EOS New York - https://www.eosnewyork.io/
● MORE TO COME...

THE  PROCESS - LEGAL CONSIDERATION. 
While TokenOro can find great mines and very accomplished people, it needs to have a proper 
structure to carry out its mission, a mission carried out in an environment characterized by strict rules 
and enforcement of security regulations. TokenOro needs to be legitimate, unlike the growing list of 
companies failing from lack of a proper vision.  31

The cryptocurrency community has experienced many challenges in its steps to legitimacy. TokenOro 
has sought out the advice of Wilson Law  to insure that it meets the regulatory standards for this type 
of enterprise. Raising money for U.S. based companies are under the jurisdiction of the Securities and 
Exchange Commission.  According to U.S. Code 77b(a)(1), the terms security means any note, stock, 
bond, profit sharing agreement, investment contract, option, transferable share, or voting trust 
certificate. These are defined as types of security contracts. According to the Securities Act of 1933, 
an investment contract is “a contract, transaction or scheme whereby a person invests their money in 
a common enterprise and is led to expect profits solely from the efforts of the promoter or a third 
party.”  It involves the investment of money, is done in a common enterprise, has the expectation of 32

profit and is derived solely from the efforts of others. 

Security tokens fit the category of an investment contract. The main purpose is to profit from 
dividends, price appreciation, or revenue sharing. Any security that fits this definition falls under the 
jurisdiction of the Securities Act of 1933. Tokens are  defined as securities whose ownership is based 
on a crypto asset that is registered on a blockchain.  As such, token issuers must be sure that they 33

comply with the Securities Act if they are offered to U.S. citizens. It does not matter if the U.S. citizen 
lives in the U.S. or not. If a company is registered outside of the U.S. and sells investment contracts 
(stock, coins, tokens, etc.) to them, then they may be in violation of Federal Law. Many organizations 
have been trying to avoid having their tokens  classified as securities. The Tokenoro is a security 
under the definition of the Security Act. As such it will comply with the provisions of the Act. It will not 
try to save money by not registering. By being in full compliance, the investor can receive the type of 
protection that was originally intended under that Act. 

31 “Where there is no vision the people perish” is particularly appropriate here. Many of the crypto entrants will disappear because of 
lack of substance and a product, if any, that can compete in  highly volatile capital markets.They have no real vision.  Proverbs 29:8. 
32 https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/328/293/case.html#298 
33 See a good summary, Tokenomics p. 189. 
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It is intended that the Company will initially file a 506( c) Reg D exemption for raising capital. Later, the 
company plans to investigate a  Tier 2  A+ Registration. This will allow the company to offer and sell 
up to $50 million of securities in a 12-month period, subject to eligibility, disclosure and reporting 
requirements.  It  will focus on accredited investors,   though it does not have to exclusively do that. 34

The company sees compliance with the Security Regulations as a benefit, rather than a cost. It wants 
its investors to have the highest level of protection. If anything more than $50 million is sold, the 
company would have to file an S-1 registration to be traded on any nationals exchanges.  

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 
Raising capital to cover the initial expenses and to launch production. The formation plan without gold 
streaming investment is estimated at up to $400,000.  

Item-2019 January February March April May Total 

WHITE PAPER Done 

 INVESTOR AGREEMENT Done 

FILINGS 15,000 TIER 2 20,000 35,000 

MARKETING 2,000  2,000 6,000 6,000  6,000 22,000 

LEGAL 15,000 15,000 15,000 45,000 

WORBLI  35 170,000 170,000 

MISC. 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 5,000 

EXCHANGES-FINRA, OTHERS 20,000 20,000 40,000 

173,000 18,000 22,000 42,000 62,000 317,000 

Doubling that would be required to conform to the model of taking one half the incoming investment 
and putting it into the gold vault. The following chart shows the approximate expenditure plan as the 
company gets ready to commence its vault operation and investment program. 

THE INVESTMENT MODEL DYNAMIC. 
Tokenoro has been in discussions with more than ten mining companies.This is a theoretical model 
based on preliminary discussion. Targeted areas are Nicaragua, Columbia, Nevada and Guinea. 
Based on preliminary negotiations with operators in established and already producing operations, the 
investment model potential is as follows based on Tokenoro receiving investment of $5 million: 

Project Invest Date Investment 
Amount 

INCOME 
Jul-Sep 
2019 

Oct-Dec 
2019 

Jan-Mar 
2020 

Apr-jun2020 Jul-jun 2021 Jul-jun 2022

Nicaragua 5/1/19 $400,000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $400,000 $400,000 

11/1/19 $400,000 $100,000 $100,000 $400,00 $400,00 

1/15/20 $400,000 $100,000 $100,000 $400,00 $400,00 

Total Culmination $1,200,000 $100,000 $200,000 $500,000 $800,000 $2,000,000 $3,200,000 

Nevada 6/1/19 $1,200,000 $100,000 $300,000 $800,000 $1,100,000 $3,200,000 $4,400,000 $9,900,000 

34 (4) Any director, executive officer, or general partner of the issuer of the securities being offered or sold, or any director, executive 
officer, or general partner of a general partner of that issuer; Any natural person whose individual net worth, or joint net worth with 
that person's spouse, exceeds $1,000,000. 

35  See Appendix for information on Worbli. 
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A $5,000,000 capital raise would allow the launch of two projects and initially place approximately $2.5 
million in the gold vault. As mines produce gold, the value of the vault would be $2.5 million plus any 
gold placed in it from the gold streams. From the above chart, at the end of June 2022,  the company 
would theoretically receive $9.9 million as a streaming share in gold and cash.  If cash is received for 
the participation, assuming $3,000,00 would paid for taxes, approximately $3.5 million would be added 
to the vault and $3.5 million would be used for operations and reinvestment in other gold streams. Of 
course, this is hypothetical until the actual investment is made. The model is scalable. There are 
enough projects available to employ $50-200 million if the capital is available. The life of the mines is 
generally thought to be about five years, but can be longer depending on the nature of the permits and 
capital availability. 
 
BUILDING STRATEGIC ALLIANCES.  

 Currently, there are seven prospects that could be developed into an Alliance. They are at different 
stages of development. Out of that TokenOro can build a form of international community(the 
Alliance).That community includes not only Tokenoro and miners, but the vast array of organizations 
that share the Tokenoro vision. 

 As a company, TokenOro is not only committed to building a TokenOro token community, but also to 
support junior mining companies who are central to the gold cryptocurrency system. It will continue to 
demand larger reserves of gold. As the global demand for gold  goes up, so will the need to put more 
mines into production. TokenOro is prepared to take on that task and has the necessary expertise to 
scale this “alliance” to help meet the current and future global demands for financing gold production. 

 The Management Team is committed to building the TokenOro community and ecosystem where it 
favors actions that benefit the community. That  includes a pledge of transparency and open 
communication for any material project developments, to act in good faith and with integrity.  
 
RESPONSIBLE SOURCING REGULATIONS 
With a worldwide outreach and dealing with national mining laws, there are a number of regulations 
that specifically cover the responsible sourcing of gold. For example, the Dodd-Frank legislation in the 
United States (Section 1502) and the EU Conflict Free Minerals regulations require due diligence 
within the supply chain in the mining, refining, and the jewelry sectors. 

The World Gold Council has established guidelines for the mining sector, the refining sector and 
jewelry. Following are some of the initiatives for guidance for precious metals and natural resources: 
Conflict-Free Tin Initiative, Conflict Free Sourcing Initiative, DMCC Responsible Sourcing of Precious 
Metals, ITRI Supply Chain Initiative, London Bullion Market Association’s Program, the Responsible 
Jewellery Council Certification, World Gold Council Conflict-Free Gold Standard and the ICGLR 
Initiative against the Illegal Exploitation of Natural Resources. There are more. 
 
THE REGULATION OF GOLD INFRASTRUCTURE 
Parts of the markets that exist to buy and sell gold are regulated too. This includes bullion banks and 
exchanges that buy and sell gold. These institutions are typically regulated by local regulators.  

The bullion banks and exchanges that buy and sell gold or gold products, as well as financial advisors 
and wealth managers, are typically governed by their home regulators. This would include 
organizations such as the FCA in the United Kingdom(The Financial Conduct Authority). 

They regulate the exchanges  such as The London Precious Metals Exchange (LME), bullion banks, 
“clearing” banks, financial advisors, and investment and wealth managers.  It also regulates the LBMA 
Gold Price, the internationally recognised global price benchmark for gold. 

Providers of gold products typically are not regulated.  
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VOLUNTARY CODES 
Voluntary codes are an attempt to bring order to transactions in the global gold market. The most 
important of these is the “Good Delivery” standard, which implements best practices in bar quality 
throughout the world. This is administered by the London Bullion Market Association and its members. 
The LBMA has also launched the “Global Precious Metals Code”. This is a voluntary code designed to 
include all precious metals participants, which sets out guidelines promoting the integrity of the 
precious metals market.  

EIGHT REASONS BITCOIN WILL EXPAND. 
CBOE: In July, the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) filed with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) for a Bitcoin ETF. Partnering with investment management firm VanEck and 
SolidX, CBOE added features such as insurance, which make approval more likely in the future. 

1. Bakkt: The Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) – owner of the New York Stock Exchange and 22
other exchanges around the world – is launching its digital asset platform on January 24, 2019.

2. Yale Endowment: In October, David Swensen, chief investment officer of the Yale
Endowment Fund, announced that the fund had invested in cryptocurrencies. Harvard,
Stanford, Dartmouth, and MIT endowments funds have made cryptocurrency investments as
well.

3. Nasdaq: The world’s second-largest stock exchange says it still plans to list bitcoin futures in
the first quarter of 2019. Nasdaq will base its futures contracts off bitcoin’s price on numerous
spot exchanges, as compiled by investment management firm VanEck.

4. Financial industry giants Nasdaq and Fidelity continue to wade deeper into the nascent
cryptocurrency ecosystem, most recently through investments in Wall Street-friendly crypto
exchange ErisX.

5. The Chicago-based ErisX announced on December 4, 2018 that it has secured $27.5 million in
funding from investors headlined by Nasdaq Ventures and Fidelity Investments

6. And this is just the beginning. The Wall Street narrative is beginning to accelerate.
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7. Consider  statements made in just the last month… Morgan Stanley hails cryptocurrency as
the “new institutional investment class.”JPMorgan told the world: “We are big believers in
Ethereum.”

8. Crypto venture capital firm Grayscale Investments announced it’s seeing “record levels of
interest among institutional investors,” despite the price slump in cryptos.

EQUITIZING THE DEBT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
According to an article by Daniel Deming,  profound changes are coming the US economic system. 36

This is the result of the rapid shifts that have taken place since the 1970’s. Giant monopolies have 
displaced hundreds of US businesses. U.S. cash and jobs have replaced steel as America’s major 
exports. Debt has become a primary tool to plug financial holes of the everyday man and of the 
government. The U.S. credit system is estimated to be around $68 trillion.That is twice the value of 
every single home in America. It is three times the value of all the combined assets of all U.S. banks. 
The “solution” to the problems of America is more debt. The government keeps printing money...and 
the debt gets higher. Hints are being made that the government is preparing to nationalize America’s 
currency. To do so, the Federal Reserve System would be placed within a Federal Department. Old 
fashioned Federal Reserve Notes(US dollars) will be discontinued and replaced by a new fiat currency 
directly issued by the U.S. Treasury. The “fix” will give the government the ability to wipe clean most 
debt. That debt will be replaced by simply printing money that is backed by the equity (assets) of 
America. A normal conclusion would be that inflation will accelerate and the government will use the 
unfettered ability to print money to support entitlements such as Universal Basic Income or socialized 
healthcare. 

THE TOKENIZATION OF AMERICA. 
In the future the government could become one of the main adopters of cryptocurrency. It could 
redefine how we view  the money supply. What is the money supply? Commonly we think of the 
money supply as cash, but it is bigger than that.  According to the Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve, the money supply is commonly defined to be a group of safe assets that households and 
businesses can use to make payments or to hold as short-term investments. It has two main 
components, M1 and M2.  

M1 consists of (1) currency outside the U.S. Treasury, Federal Reserve Banks, and the vaults of 
depository institutions; (2) traveler's checks of non-bank issuers; (3) demand deposits at commercial 
banks (excluding those amounts held by depository institutions, the U.S. government, and foreign 
banks and official institutions) less cash items in the process of collection and Federal Reserve float; 
and (4) other checkable deposits (OCDs), consisting of negotiable order of withdrawal (NOW) and 
automatic transfer service (ATS) accounts at depository institutions, credit union share draft accounts, 
and demand deposits at thrift institutions. Seasonally adjusted M1 is constructed by summing 
currency, traveler's checks, demand deposits, and OCDs, each seasonally adjusted separately.  

M2 consists of M1 plus (1) savings deposits (including money market deposit accounts); (2) 
small-denomination time deposits (time deposits in amounts of less than $100,000), less individual 
retirement account (IRA) and Keogh balances at depository institutions; and (3) balances in retail 
money market mutual funds, less IRA and Keogh balances at money market mutual funds. Seasonally 
adjusted M2 is constructed by summing savings deposits, small-denomination time deposits, and retail 
money funds, each seasonally adjusted separately, and adding this result to seasonally adjusted M1. 
As of December 17, 2018  the 4 week average for M1 was $3.7 trillion and M2 was $14.4 trillion. Of 
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https://secure.bonnerandpartners.com/chain?cid=MKT386721&eid=MKT392644&encryptedSnaid=pwlSTfI2gVa7mFTzYsmSv5IXR/GVA
mrUWvXQm6zSnSw=&snaid=SAC0004380582&step=start&emailjobid=3573646&emailname=181228%20-%20BAP%20Free%20-%20BB
L%20Chicago%20Plan%20-%20Ded%20-%20Finance&assetId=AST94992&page=2 
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that $1.6 trillion was outside the U.S. Treasury, Federal Reserve Banks and the vaults of depository 
institutions.  37

Step by step, though it would be tedious, the government could eliminate the printing of paper and 
replace it with “digital paper” or coins. The next step would extend into other components of M1 and 
M2.  Money, as we know it, instead of being held in a bank would be held in digital wallets. 

AMERICA’S DEBT AND THE WORLD BANK. 
The World Bank compares countries based on a debt-to-gross domestic product ratio. It considers a 
country in trouble if that ratio is greater than 77 percent. In 2017 the GDP was $19.4 trillion. Given a 
4% expansion in 2018, the GDP would be approximately $20.2 trillion. Total debt divided by 
GDP(21.8/20.2) would equal 107.9%. That is not a good number according to the World Bank. What 
will the World Bank do? ...probably re-write the assessment.  As the numbers get worse the nations 
just rewrite the formulas. If the United States adopts a policy of  “simply” printing  money to pay off the 
debt, it could send the dollar into decline and create hyperinflation. Interest rates rise as creditors lose 
faith in U.S. Treasurys. Hypothetically, that would create a recession.  

Current  Debt Held by the Public Intragov. Holdings Total Public Debt Outstanding 

12/27/2018  16,050,098,173,366.26 5,795,230,981,045.5 21,845,329,154,412.01 

Also, lenders could disappear and send the dollar into a collapse. The entire world would plummet into 
another Great Depression.”  Democrat or Republican, regardless of which party is in power, the debt 38

will increase and the dollar will continue to be undermined; hence, the power of cryptocurrency and 
hard assets such as gold and the attraction of Tokenoro.` 

CONCLUSION.  
This is not a business plan.  It was not intended to be. This is where the planning begins. The 
business plan is an ever evolving instrument. This presentation is a first step in that evolution, 
designed to stir interest in doing something meaningful...offering solutions to problems encountered in 
the gold mining industry and the financial markets surrounding it.  Mining, as a big industry, also 
generates big problems: financial, communal, environmental, criminal, technological, operational, 
moral, philosophical and political. While many industries face similar challenges, they are usually not 
as dramatic and usually do not have to face all of them. The Tokenoro team has faced these 
problems, identified solutions and is now ready to employ the evolution of financial markets to address 
them. One part of that solution is the TOKENORO. 

For more information contact: jim@tokenoro.com 

37 Taken from Federal Reserve Statistical Release   dated 4:30 p.m. Eastern Time December 27, 2018. 
38 Taken from articles by Kimberly Amadeo, The Washington Post.  Quotation has been changed slightly to reflect this writer’s opinion. 
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APPENDIX 

1. WHAT IS AN ICO?
An ICO is an Initial Coin Offering. The term  was “created” in 2016 by ICONOMI and popularized to
allow comparisons to the term initial public offering(IPO).   Since then many names were used to get

39

to what is now referred to as an ICO or ITO(Initial Token Offering). As the terms have changed, so
have the nature of the offerings with the appearance of terms such as Security Coin Offering(SCO)
and Security Token Offerings(STO’s).

2. WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN COINS AND TOKENS?
In most cases they are used interchangeably. Generally, coins are digital assets of a blockchain. What
is a blockchain?  See below.  These products would be produced by organizations such as Bitcoin,

40

Dash, Litecoin and Monero. They are digital currencies based on mathematical models.

3. TOKENS
Tokens are digital assets not native(resident) to the blockchain.  They represent assets or a utility
function that reside on another blockchain. Those assets can represent any asset that is exchanged
for something of the same kind (something fungible, like gold or silver). This is opposed to fiat which is
something such as inconvertible paper money made legal tender by government decree.

4. WHAT KINDS OF TOKENS ARE THERE?
There are three different types of tokens:

4.1 Cryptocurrency coins or payment tokens. They do not have the backing of a government but 
are intended to provide a similar function. 

4.2 Utility Coins (or tokens).  They provide access to a company’s product or a service. They have 
various labels such as user tokens, appCoins or app Tokens. 

4.3 Security tokens  also referred to as Smart Tokens, are digital assets backed by physical product, 
earnings streams, interest, payments, dividend or variations of possible distributions such as those 
offered by bonds, debentures, stocks(equities) and other financial instruments. This could include but 
not limited to options. A smart token offering is referred to as an STO. 

Bitcoin and its descendants have experienced large- scale volatility. To lower the degree of volatility 
and risk,  attempts have been made to create crypto currencies that are pegged to assets like gold 
and the U.S. dollar. Many have appeared in a category describing security tokens, safe tokens, 
stable coins, safe coins, stable tokens, etc…and inevitably many other variations. In each case, an 
attempt is being made to create an asset backed low volatility global currency (token, coin) that is not 
tied to a central bank. Ultimately, it is intended to pay for everyday things. Many in the cryptocurrency 
community believe that the adoption of “stable” coins and tokens will be the catalyst for a new 
decentralized internet. By doing so, it may   help to stabilize the international financial community… 

41

39 See Tokenomics, Sean Au and Thomas Power, 2018 Packt Publishing , p.70-1. 
40  Per Tokenomics p 41. “There is no universal definition of blockchain, but according to Au and Power it is a decentralized, distributed, 
and public digital ledger used to record transactions on a network of computers, and these transactions cannot be altered without a 
majority collusion of the network. 
41 See Forbes, Sherman Lee, Contributor, March 12, 2018  
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hence,  “stable coins.” Ultimately, that currency should provide price stability, scalability, privacy and 
decentralization, thereby meeting a goal of what defines a stable coin environment. 

5. WHAT ARE THE RISKS OF BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY?
The distributed ledgers in a blockchain offer a secure, tamper-proof log of financial transactions
because each activity is encrypted and must be confirmed before being added onto the ledger. Like
with all computer systems, there is a risk of technological or operational failure, however, the
blockchain technology lowers this risk. Encrypted transactions on the blockchain provides increased
security for your personal and financial information but it is still important to always protect your Vault
Chain account information.

6. MORE ON WORBLI. Who is building WORBLI?
- Domenic Thomas - CEO https://www.linkedin.com/in/domenic-thomas-5403676/

- David Packham - CFO http://www.linkedin.com/in/davidpackham/
- Robert Dewilder - CTO http://www.linkedin.com/in/robert-dewilder-6b83311/
- Sean Anderson - VP Commercial Relations https://www.linkedin.com/in/seanxanderson/
- WORBLI Team - https://worbli.io/team/

6.1 WORBLI SPECIFICATIONS. 
- Block Time is 0.5 seconds utilizing the EOS blockchain

- Consensus System is DPOS utilizing the EOS blockchain
- Supply: 2,200,000,000
- Ticker: ORO

6.2 WHAT WORBLI  OFFERS. 
- A full service financial platform with total cryptocurrency integration backed and built on our own
independent EOS blockchain

- Fund transfers
- Payment processing
- Merchant services
- Debit cards
- Bill payments
- Checking
- Savings
- Issuing credit

6.3 WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH WORBLI? 
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● Deploy a flexible and adaptive blockchain infrastructure capable of hosting applications
developed in any programming language.

● Integrate natively with existing financial infrastructures by leveraging blockchain technology to
develop a financial institution, tools, and services.

● Recycle network transaction fees within the economy to fund individual basic income accounts
as a reward for participation and investment in the   network.

● Leverage existing blockchain platforms, tools and services when applicable to create
partnerships and reduce the need to develop every necessary component from scratch.

● Reduce barriers to adoption for users and developers.
● Create a new economic model that rewards businesses and customers for their participation in

the economy.

6.4 THE WORBLI WHITE PAPER  
Currently being updated. There is a new version coming Nov. 2019 
https://d1r0t58ow9lja0.cloudfront.net/worbli-whitepaper.pdf  

7. SECURITY REGULATIONS  See footnote for definitive information from the SEC website
concerning regulations.42

NEW RULES PROVIDE INVESTORS WITH MORE INVESTMENT CHOICES 
Washington D.C., March 25, 2015 — 

The Securities and Exchange Commission today adopted final rules to facilitate smaller companies’ 
access to capital.  The new rules provide investors with more investment choices. 

The new rules update and expand Regulation A, an existing exemption from registration for smaller 
issuers of securities.  The rules are mandated by Title IV of the Jumpstart Our Business Startups 
(JOBS) Act.  

The updated exemption will enable smaller companies to offer and sell up to $50 million of securities 
in a 12-month period, subject to eligibility, disclosure and reporting requirements.  

8. WHAT IS A METAL STREAM?
A metal stream is a purchase agreement that provides, in exchange for an upfront deposit payment,
the right to purchase all or a portion of one or more metals produced from a mine, at a price
determined for the life of the transaction by the purchase agreement. Metal stream acquisitions are
often larger in size than royalty acquisitions, have more flexibility in the negotiation of terms and
conditions, and generally provide both parties with tax advantages. The creation of precious metal
streams on base metal mines offers additional opportunities for TokenOro to add precious metal
revenue to its portfolio, beyond seeking royalties on mines that produce primarily precious metals.

8.1 HOW DOES IT WORK  
An example of a metal stream would be if TokenOro held the metal stream of a mine and that stream 
was set at 35% of the payable gold from that location. 

Precious metal streams are typically paid in two components. 

1. TokenOro could be committed to pay approximately $10 million prior to commercial gold
production, as financing for the mine pre-production construction or financing for the operation
of a productive gold mine.

2. TokenOro in this example might pay $210 per ounce of gold delivered to us over the life of the
mine (well below the spot market price of gold).   In return for this investment,  TokenOro
would be delivered 35% of all gold produced.

42 This information is taken from the SEC website. https://www.sec.gov/fast-answers/answers-rule  506htm.html 
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9. WHAT IS A ROYALTY?
A royalty is the right to receive a percentage or other denomination of mineral production from a
mining operation.

Most of TokenOro's  royalties are based on production generated from a gold mine. For example, a 
2.0% gross value royalty on a mine that produces 100,000 ounces of gold annually, would generate 
payments having a value of nearly 2,000 ounces of gold per year. At a gold price of $1,600 per ounce, 
this would result in royalty revenue to us of nearly $3.2 million per year. 

9.1 TYPES OF ROYALTIES 
The Company’s portfolio could contain several different kinds of royalties or similar interests which are 
defined as follows: 

● Gross Proceeds Royalty (GPR): royalty in which payments are made on contained ounces
rather than recovered ounces.

● Gross Smelter Return (GSR) Royalty: A defined percentage of the gross revenue from a
resource extraction operation less, if applicable, certain contract-defined costs paid by or
charged to the operator.

● Gross Value (GV) Royalty: A defined percentage of the gross value, revenue or proceeds
from a resource extraction operation, without deductions of any kind.

● Milling Royalty (MR): A royalty on ore throughput at a mill.

● Net Profits Interest (NPI) Royalty: A defined percentage of the gross revenue from a
resource extraction operation, after recovery of certain contract-defined pre-production costs,
and after a deduction of certain contract-defined mining, milling, processing, transportation,
administrative, marketing and other costs.

● Net Smelter Return (NSR) Royalty: A defined percentage of the gross revenue from a
resource extraction operation, less a proportionate share of incidental transportation,
insurance, refining and smelting costs.

● Net Value Royalty (NVR): A defined percentage of the gross revenue from a resource
extraction operation, less certain contract-defined costs.

10. AND LAST, BUT NOT LEAST, THE REGULATION AND TAXATION OF GOLD43

The regulation of gold is governed primarily  by local and national jurisdictions. Laws can be mandated
or voluntary and are typically incorporated into local and/or  national mining laws. This would cover
items such as: the  licensing process, local and  foreign  land rights, environmental rules, health and
safety, sometimes partial governmental ownership as well as taxes and royalty payments.

Gold is subject to a range of taxes at various different stages of the exploration and production cycle, 
in its import and export and in its purchase and sale. Countries in Africa may have a local tax, a gold 
export tax, a royalty. They may also derive income from becoming  equity partners. Those 
assessments vary widely from country to county.  

Unless there is a governmental crisis of some type, gold is normally  freely imported and exported by 
many countries,but importantly this is not always the case. It is the case in the countries in which 
TokenOro is operating, such as the United States and West Africa. 

Gold is often subject to Capital Gains Tax when it is sold. In TokenOro’s case, for the most part it will 
not be selling gold.  If it does, it is subject to capital gains tax and any other country or local taxes in 
which it is operating. 

43 Taken and paraphrased from The World Gold Council section on Regulations and taxation 
//www.gold.org/about-gold/gold-tax-and-regulation 
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